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Training menu

Bespoke training sessions 
Topics cover key trends in the energy and commodities sector

Our lawyers offer bespoke training sessions on key topics and 
emerging legal issues in the energy and commodities sector. 
Complete our bespoke training form to express your interest in 
any of the topics below, or to request a session on a particular 
area of focus.

We deliver training in many formats, from traditional presentations, 
to more interactive “teach-in” sessions and informal discussion/
sharing of ideas. Sessions can be delivered in-person or remotely 
via Zoom or another preferred platform

What will be covered:

• How unsustainable supply chains  
impact businesses

• Value gained from managing ESG  
risks in supply chains

• Agri-commodities: How to manage  
supply chain risks

• Extractive commodities: how to  
manage supply chain risks

• Global legislation trends  
toward ESG

• How is the market reacting to  
ESG management?
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SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES
Richard Swinburn / Terry Prempeh

• Introduction to hydrogen: What 
is it and why is it attractive as an 
energy source?

• The hydrogen market: The current  
state of play

• The regulatory landscape: How 
to regulate an explosive and 
flammable gas

• How will hydrogen documentation 
develop? 

• Factors to consider when  
transporting hydrogen

• Future-proofing: The complications  
of a new market
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HYDROGEN TRADING AND TRANSPORTATION
James Atkin / Nicole Cheung / Tom Watling

https://surveys.reedsmith.com/s/ECBespokeTraining/
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/s/swinburn-richard-g
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/p/prempeh-terry
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/a/atkin-james
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/c/cheung-nicole
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/w/watling-tom
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• The different categories of carbon 
credits: Avoided nature loss, 
nature-based sequestration, 
avoidance of emissions and 
removal of CO2 from  
the atmosphere

• Differences between the voluntary  
and regulated market

• Voluntary standards: How they are 
aligned with the regulated market  
and how businesses can ensure  
the integrity of a carbon offset in a 
voluntary market

• Key considerations: A look at spot 
and futures trading

• Drafting 101: How to effectively 
draft documentation, available 
templates and risks to keep in 
mind

• Broader industry concerns: The 
lack of a standardized protocol 
for measuring, advertising and 
marketing compliance and what is 
a “carbon-neutral” commodity? 
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CARBON TAX, EU REDUCTION 
STRATEGIES AND NET ZERO 
COMMODITIES CONTRACTS I  
FOR MARKET ENTRANTS
Adam Hedley / Yves Melin / Natalia Debowska 

CHAPTER 06: Training menu

• Documentation: How to improve 
drafting, clauses to consider, risks 
and lessons learned from recent 
disputes

• Growth of “morality” clauses in 
carbon credit agreements

• Projects generating credits: 
The avoidance or reduction of 
greenhouse gases and the removal 
or capture of CO2

• Carbon offsetting through being 
the primary offtaker of units from  
a project

• Greenwashing concerns and how 
to maintain reputational risk

• Broader industry concerns: The 
lack of standardized protocol 
for measuring, advertising and 
marketing compliance and what is 
a “carbon-neutral” commodity?
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CARBON TAX, EU REDUCTION 
STRATEGIES AND NET ZERO 
COMMODITIES CONTRACTS II  
SOPHISTICATED MARKET TRADERS
James Atkin / Adam Hedley / Yves Melin / Mira Dandan

https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/h/hedley-adam
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/m/melin-yves
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/d/debowska-natalia
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/a/atkin-james
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/h/hedley-adam
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/m/melin-yves
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/professionals/d/dandan-mira

